
 

 

Dear City Council, 
 
Walk Bike Glendale is concerned about recent City Council comments questioning the necessity 
of Glendale’s planned bridge connecting the Glendale Narrows Riverwalk with the LA River bike 
path.   We believe that a second bridge to the north will provide a critical connection for 
residents who wish to access Griffith Park and utilize the River Path to travel to downtown Los 
Angeles or eventually to Universal City.   We support the City to continue their effort to secure 
funding for Phase 3 of the Glendale Narrows Riverwalk project.   
 
Currently, access to the LA River Path for cyclists requires them to use Los Feliz Boulevard, 
Glendale Boulevard or travel north to Riverside Drive.  All of these routes are located near 
freeway off-ramps and require cyclists to ride in mixed traffic with vehicles traveling at high 
speeds.  While the proposed North Atwater Crossing, which is mostly financed through a private 
donation, will improve access for residents who live in South Glendale, it does not serve 
residents who live further north to access the the path.  A mile and a half may not seem far to a 
person in a car, but it is a significant distance to someone walking or bicycling to travel out of 
their way. 
 
Failure to implement Phase 3 of the Glendale Narrows Riverwalk project will limit the value of 
the investment Glendale has already made by limiting access to this green space for the vast 
majority of Glendale residents.  Currently, there is no pedestrian access to the Riverwalk from 
the Fairmont Ave. Bridge.  This route is also extremely dangerous for bicyclists since there are no 
bike lanes and cars travel at high speeds.  A bridge that connected  Doran St. to the LA River Path 
and the Riverwalk would allow the residents of the Vineyard, City Center and Moorpark 
Neighborhoods to enjoy our existing investments as well as access the Disney Campus safely 
without a car. 
 
With companies like Disney encouraging bicycling and paying employees to leave their cars at 
home, we see a heightened interest to make Grand Central more people-oriented.  Of our three 
2013 Bike-to-Work pit stops over 100 cyclists passed through the intersection of Sonora and 
Flower, the most-used corridor for bicyclists in the city.  If we provide a dedicated route for 
pedestrians and bicyclists along the river and to Grand Central, we will not only create a safe 
alternative for existing users, but also encourage new bicyclists and pedestrians who are more 
risk-averse.   
 
We hope you will continue to direct staff to pursue funding for this critical link to the LA River 
path. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Rye Baerg, Co-Chair 
Walk Bike Glendale 
310-268-8381 
walkbikeglendale@gmail.com 


